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Ferris Wheel Press  

Limited Edition 2023 | The Fluttering Heart  

$32 CAD

“The Fluttering Heart.” Capture deep expressions of love with 

this blush-toned ink, adorned with a champagne shimmer. Limited 

quantities are available, released in two allocations this year. Ink 

Tone: Blushing Pink with a Champagne shimmer

Characteristics: Romantic, endearing, sparkling, blissful

Shangri-La x Ferris Wheel Press 

Signature A5 Sketchbook - Curious Collaborations  

Series - Special Edition 

$42.94 CAD

A5 sketchbook is inspired by the modern-Chinoiserie style of 

Shangri-La Hotels in Toronto and Vancouver. This blank canvas 

sketchbook is designed to inspire dreamers, artists creating 

masterpieces, and writers capturing their daily adventures.

http://https://www.maisonette.com/product/golden-rhythm-mobile


Modern Fuel at Harry Rosen 

Titanium Ballpoint Pen in Mid Brown 

$195 CAD

Discover luxury with Modern Fuel’s metal mechanical 

pencils and writing instruments. Crafted in the USA, this 

ballpoint pen is meticulously carved from a solid piece 

of titanium, entirely free of plastic components. Each pen 

is unique, as the cone and body are seamlessly joined 

during production for a flawless finish. Ideal for the office 

or home study.

2 0 2 3

Tom Dixon at Harry Rosen 

Melt Portable LED Light 

$525 CAD

Tom Dixon, a renowned British brand, specializes in 

extraordinary objects. The Melt Portable LED is a sleek 

design made from molten glass, offering a diffused light 

source and up to 10 hours of rechargeable battery life. 

Perfect for modern spaces, it reflects Dixon’s fascination 

with furniture and lighting, showcasing his innovative 

design approach.

Cartier 

Santos De Cartier Ballpoint Pen 

$470 CAD

Santos de Cartier ballpoint pen featuring a golden-

finish metal with a gadroon motif. The pen stands at 125 

mm high and comes with a medium black ink refill for a 

smooth writing experience.

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.fetechinoise.ca/
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Ohom at Harry Rosen 

Ui Artist Collection Mug in Light Grey 

$128 CAD

OHMO, established in 2014 in Los Angeles, creates high-quality 

ceramic mugs. The Ui Mug is a revolutionary self-heating 

mug that also wirelessly charges your phone. Crafted with 

precision, these mugs offer a delightful and convenient drinking 

experience, showcasing simplicity and elegance in their design.

MARIMEKKO from Holt Renfrew 

Oiva Siirtolapuutar Teapot 

$160 CAD

A wooden handle teapot adorned with the graphic 

Siirtolapuutarha pattern by Maija Louekari. Crafted from white 

stoneware, the pot, strainer, and lid showcase both style 

and functionality.

ARGOT STUDIO from Holt Refrew 

Oiva Ero Bowl 

$245 CAD

Inspired by nature, the Ero Bowl mimics tree roots with organic curves 

and a matte black f inish, adding contemporary elegance. It functions as 

a unique sculpture or stylish fruit bowl, suitable for decoration or as a 

fruit bowl only. Easy to clean with water and household products.

Nick Munro at Harry Rosen 

Fatso Cafetière Pot 

$214 CAD

Fatso Pot Cafetiere by Nick Munro—an original French press design 

with a Turkish-inspired side handle. It transforms pouring coffee into 

a simple and rewarding pleasure, making it a perfect addition to your 

daily routine.

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.fetechinoise.ca/


LA DOUBLEJ from mytheresa 

Rainbow set of 8 wine glasses 

$155 CAD

La DoubleJ collaborates with Salviati for a set of eight Rainbow 

rigadin wine glasses. Each glass boasts a bold tone, showcasing 

the designer’s maximalist aesthetic. Crafted from Murano glass, 

they emphasize quality and individuality, with unique bubbles and 

rings due to a special production technique.

POLSPOTTEN from mytheresa 

Grandpa set of 4 teacups and saucers 

$194 CAD

Playful Grandpa tea set by Dutch brand Polspotten. 

Made from glazed porcelain in four shades with golden 

accents, the set includes four teacups and matching 

saucers, adding style to your tea time.



CB2 

Chelsea Floral Fine China Coffee Mug 

$24.95 CAD

A whimsical fine bone china mug by goop, featuring hand-applied chinoiserie 

decal and a shiny silver rim. The delightful pattern of birds and butterflies takes 

inspiration from a French interpretation of traditional Chinese motifs, adding an 

elegant and eclectic vibe to your tea or coffee breaks.
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Shanghai Tang 

Dragon Whiskey Glass 

$192 USD

Exquisite handmade crystal glasses designed for 

showcasing whiskey and spirits, featuring an elegant 

etched dragon design on the bottom. Sold as a set of two.

Shanghai Tang 

Vivid Dragon Enamel Wine Stopper 

$132 USD

Preserve the freshness of your wine with this stylish wine 

stopper from Shanghai Tang. A part of the Vivid Dragon 

collection, it pays homage to the auspicious Chinese 

dragon, representing luck, fortune, and protection. 

Ideal for wine enthusiasts with a taste for both design 

and functionality.

Tiffany & Co.  

Tiffany Audubon Red Wine Glassin Hand-etched Glass 

$805 CAD

This red wine glass is handcrafted and etched with lively 

bird, butterfly, and flower scenes. Use it alone or pair it 

with other Tiffany Audubon tableware for a coordinated 

look, or mix and match with different styles for a 

unique touch.

Williams Sonoma 

Williams Sonoma x Morris & Co. Fruit Bowl 

$115.95 CAD

Williams Sonoma x Morris & Co. Collection presents a 

footed stoneware fruit bowl reflecting the Arts & Crafts 

movement. Perfect for serving a variety of treats, from 

fresh fruit and salads to cookies and chips.

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.fetechinoise.ca/
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Aesop 

Sarashina Aromatique Incense 

$53 CAD

Experience the enchanting fragrance of incense with dry, 

woody notes of Sandalwood and comforting spice. This 

incense gently smoulders, releasing delicate ribbons of 

aroma. The set includes a Kanuma pumice incense holder 

for a complete and immersive experience.

Loewe 

Tomato Leaves Incense Set 

$290 CAD

A terracotta incense holder and 25 bamboo incense sticks 

featuring Tomato Leaves essence. The holder is glazed 

terracotta with a ribbed surface for safe burning. The 

Tomato Leaves scent evokes fresh tomato vines with cassis 

berry notes. Each stick burns for 30 minutes. LOEWE Home 

Scents items are unique, handcrafted creations celebrating 

authentic nature-inspired scents.

SEASONS from Holt Renfrew 

SONI SM Oil Diffuser 

$170 CAD

SONI SM, a portable ultrasonic diffuser designed for 

extended scent diffusion. Handcrafted with a durable and 

luxurious polyresin stone top, it offers hours of aromatic 

delight. Complete with a premium vegan leather carrying 

strap for convenience.

MAISON FRANCIS KURKDJIAN from Holt Renfrew 

Rose Des Neiges Candle 

$135 CAD

The limited-edition Rose des Neiges candle, evoking 

a winter garden breeze with raspberry and rose notes. 

Encased in a Limoges porcelain jar, the French wax and 

cotton wick provide a high-quality, 58-hour burn time. Ideal 

for festive moments.

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

Tiffany & Co. 

57th & Fifth Candle 

$400 CAD

Tiffany Facets draws inspiration from the House’s deep 

connection to New York City, its enduring legacy in 

love and commitment, and its renowned expertise in 

exceptional diamonds and colored gemstones. 

https://www.fetechinoise.ca/


Shanghai Tang 

Oolong Glam Diffuser Set 200ml 

$207 USD

Elevate your space with this unique diffuser featuring a colored glass container 

and an intricately crafted porcelain cover from Jingdezhen. The “Imperial 

Tea Garden” pattern, exclusively designed for this collection, is hand-painted 

on the cover. Refill the container easily by removing the cover, and enjoy 

the Oolong Glam scent. The cover’s exquisite design makes it reusable for 

various purposes.
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LORENZI MILANO from mytheresa  

Toothpaste squeezer  

$446 CAD

This stylish toothpaste squeezer, placed on a Perspex 

base, not only adds a touch of class to your bathroom but 

also ensures you get the most out of your toothpaste every 

single time.

BANG & OLUFSEN from Holt Renfrew  

Beosound A5 Portable Speaker 

$1500 CAD

BANG & OLUFSEN’s most powerful portable speaker, the A5. 

It seamlessly streams wirelessly, connects to other speakers, 

and offers 12 hours of cordless music via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. 

With an elegant design, it’s perfect for on-the-go use, easily 

moving from room to room or on adventures.

STEAMERY from Holt Renfrew  

Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer  

$250 CAD

Cirrus 3 Iron Steamer—a versatile hybrid combining the 

benefits of a steamer and an iron. This device allows 

you to achieve both a pressed and a more natural 

look, offering flexibility in styling. Perfect for travel, it is 

compact compared to regular handheld steamers and 

is suitable for use on all materials, excluding leather 

and suede.

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI from mytheresa 

Portable wood checkers set  

$1600 CAD

Brunello Cucinelli’s lifestyle designs, reflecting the brand’s 

meticulous craftsmanship, include a portable checkers 

set. Safely stored in a walnut wood box, it features glossy 

pieces and a suede roll-up playing mat for a stylish and 

convenient gaming experience.

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.fetechinoise.ca/
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Gucci 

Herbarium Cake Stand 

$795 CAD

Introducing the Herbarium print in a sophisticated 

blue hue for Cruise 2024. This Richard Ginori cake 

stand features a Toile de Jouy design inspired by 

vintage fabric, showcasing charming cherry branches, 

leaves, and flowers.

Gucci 

Double Card Set With Double G 

$770 

These cards are inspired by the fun and detailed designs of 

sports and leisure items from the ‘50s and ‘60s. They feature 

a whimsical forest print and come in a GG Supreme case with 

the Double G and Web symbols, paying tribute to the House’s 

equestrian history and vintage inspirations.

Tiffany & Co. 

Piggy Bank in Earthenware  

$370 CAD

The Tiny Tiffany collection is all about celebrating 

milestones in style. Featuring objects that honor 

the House’s iconic motifs and jewelry, this adorable 

piggy bank named Ruby is inspired by Tiffany’s 

enduring love for nature. 

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.fetechinoise.ca/


Roche Bobois 
Yumi Mirror, Designed by Messieurs 
$3435 CAD

An irregular-shaped mirror with a waterjet-cut 

contour and four-color printing. It is versatile 

and can be mounted in all four directions. 

Coordinates seamlessly with the Yumi rug.

https://www.chali.com/product.html
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Roche Bobois 

Cushion Intense Mordore,  

Designed by Jean Paul Gaultier 

$410 CAD

Embroidered cushion featuring the KYOTO 

pattern on plain velvet fabric. The back is 

made of plain velvet, and the covers are 

removable for easy cleaning.

Loewe 

Stripe Cushion in Mohair and Wool 

$1120 CAD

Cushion made from a medium-

weight blend of mohair and wool with 

stripe pattern.

Gucci 

Floral Print Wallpaper 

$750 CAD

This wallpaper is part of a collection inspired 

by ready-to-wear fashion. The floral design 

is created by the creative team A Paris chez 

Antoinette Poisson, named after the arts and 

wallpaper enthusiast Marquise de Pompadour, 

also known as Jeanne-Antoinette Poisson.

Roche Bobois 

Basel Vase 

$505 CAD

This vase is crafted with a blown 

glass base and a glass paste stopper. 

The green and gray version features 

embossed glass, while the orange 

version is adorned with fluted glass.

Qeeboo 

Bacana Chair Indoor set of 2 pcs 

$823 CAD

Qeeboo collaborates with Estudio 

Campana to create the “Bacana” 

chair, the first Campana project using 

100% recyclable polypropylene for 

durability. Its twisted design reflects 

freedom and anarchy on a large scale, 

embodying Campana’s youthful, 

dynamic style. “Bacana,” translating to 

“cool” in Portuguese slang, showcases 

sustainable design with minimal material 

use. The chair is available in various 

colors for indoor use.

Roche Bobois 

Oiseau, Table Lamp,  

Designed by Sean Connors 

$1965 CAD

The “OISEAU” lamp collection by American 

designer Sean Connors draws inspiration 

from combining moving parts and natural 

shapes. With an elegant and graphic silhouette 

reminiscent of a tropical bird, the lamps feature 

three carefully designed arched segments. The 

front displays soft, organic curves, contrasting 

with the straight, spine-like back. 

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.chali.com/product.html
https://www.fetechinoise.ca/


CB2 

Sima Ivory Textured Glass Christmas Tree Ornaments Set Of 8 

$74.95 CAD

Handcrafted round glass ornaments featuring layers of soft white acrylic 

medium, creating a minimal texture that adds depth and interest to your holiday 

tree. Each ornament is unique, reflecting the handmade nature of the piece. 

https://www.chali.com/product.html
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Lion Rock Press 

Personalised Hanging Decoration: Mahjong Tile 

$29 CAD

Hand-painted and equipped with a satin ribbon 

for hanging, these treasures become cherished 

keepsakes. Packaged in a drawstring bag for 

protection and gifting, each decoration features 

a traditional mahjong tile—a timeless icon and 

eco-conscious treat. 

Lion Rock Press 

Hand Painted Glass Decoration : Red Lion 

$35 CAD

Celebrate the season with our exclusive “HAND 

PAINTED GLASS DECORATION: RED LION.” 

This limited series of artisanal glass ornaments 

is meticulously crafted in a small family-owned 

factory, showcasing the skill and heritage of 

talented artists. 

Lion Rock Press 

Hand Painted Glass Decoration : Taxi Tree 

$35 CAD

Elevate your holiday decor with our exclusive 

“HAND PAINTED GLASS DECORATION: TAXI 

TREE.” These artisanal glass ornaments are 

meticulously crafted through mouth-blown and 

hand-painted techniques in a small family-owned 

factory. Designed by The Lion Rock Press in 

Hong Kong, each bauble is part of a limited 

series that celebrates the remarkable skills and 

heritage of talented artists. 

G.O.D 

Lucky Jasmine Cushion Cover 

$48.08 CAD

Introducing a GOD original 45 x 45 cm cushion 

cover adorned with the Famille Rose-inspired 

signature print in a soothing mint green shade. 

The design incorporates auspicious symbols 

commonly found on traditional Chinese 

tableware, including bats and the double 

happiness character, symbolizing joy, prosperity, 

and fortune. Elevate your living area or bedroom 

with a touch of Hong Kong fun and vibrant color.

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.chali.com/product.html
https://www.fetechinoise.ca/
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LE CREUSET 

Rice Pot 

$335 CAD

Designed with steam vents on the stoneware lid 

to prevent boil-overs, this pot is an ideal vessel 

for cooking rice and grains. Its curved sides 

and precision lid promote even cooking through 

convection and moisture circulation. 

Fête Chinoise  

“Feast” Notecard Set of 4 in Red 

$24 CAD

Fête Chinoise “Feast” notecards, perfect for various 

occasions, including Christmas and Lunar New Year, 

to bring a vibrant touch to their greetings. The set 

comprises four A2 bi-fold notecards with envelopes.

Fête Chinoise  

“Feast Dish” Notecard Colourful Set of 4 

$24 CAD

Designed to add a lively f lair to your heartfelt 

greetings. This collection features four A2 bi-

fold notecards, each adorned with unique dishes, 

and comes complete with envelopes. Choose 

from different color backgrounds and delightful 

illustrations, making every card a joyful expression 

of celebration!

H O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D EH O M E  +  H O S T  G I F T  G U I D E

https://www.fetechinoise.ca/


Fête Chinoise  

“Feast” Tea Towel 

$45 CAD

A unique holiday gift for the kitchen! Discover the newly 

launched Fête Chinoise “Feast” Tea Towel – an ideal 

present for all occasions, including Christmas and Lunar 

New Year. Surprise your host with a burst of color, art, 

and culture for their home!

https://www.chali.com/product.html

